
    Since Hoji (1985), it has been assumed that string vacuous scrambling is not allowed.  In this 
paper, I will introduce hitherto unnoticed legitimate cases of string vacuous scrambling, and argue that 
what matters for scrambling is the phonetic status of the affected element.   
    In Japanese, otagai (each other) contained in a subject phrase cannot take the object NP as its 
antecedent, but with the object NP scrambled, it can take the object NP as its antecedent, as (1) shows 
(Saito (1992)).  Similarly, the reflexive karezisin (himself) contained in the indirect object phrase 
cannot take the direct object as its antecedent, as in (2a), but with the direct object scrambled, it can take 
the direct object as its antecedent, as (2b) shows (Yatsushiro (2003)).   
    Interestingly, in pseudo-cleft constructions in Japanese, which are assumed to involve pro as they 
do not show island effects, the object NP can be the antecedent of otagai contained in the focus phrase 
which is coreferential with pro in the subject position (3a), and the direct object can be the antecedent of 
karezisin contained in the focus phrase which is coreferential with pro in the indirect object position (3b).  
Given that the scrambling of an object NP creates a new antecedent for otagai in the subject phrase and 
that the scrambling of the direct object creates a new antecedent for karezisin contained in the indirect 
object, as (1) and (2a, b) demonstrate, we should consider that the object phrase marked by o in (3a, b) is 
scrambled over pro, as in (3a', b'), and these should be possible cases of string vacuous scrambling.   
    Now, a question arises what distinguishes between possible and impossible cases of string vacuous 
scrambling, and I would like to claim that scrambling affects only the elements with phonetic content.  
In pseudo-cleft constructions, the focus phrase coreferential with pro in the object position cannot be the 
antecedent of otagai in the subject phrase (4a), and the focus phrase which is coreferential with pro in 
the direct object position cannot be the antecedent of karezisin contained in the indirect object (4b).  
These facts strongly suggest that pro itself cannot be scrambled.  The object phrases scrambled in (3a, 
b), Taroo to Hanako (Taro and Hanako) and Taroo (Taro), are different from pro in their phonetic status.  
Taroo to Hanako and Taro have phonetic content, but pro lacks it.  Thus, we can say that scrambling 
affects only elements with phonetic content. 
    The conclusion reached above is further confirmed by the facts with cleft constructions, which are 
assumed to involve the movement of an empty operator.  Cleft constructions pattern like pseudo-cleft 
constructions.  The object phrase can be the antecedent of otagai contained in the focus phrase 
coreferential with OP in the subject position (5a), and the direct object phrase can be the antecedent of 
karezisin contained in the focus phrase which is coreferential with OP in the indirect object position.  
These facts show that the object in (5a) and the direct object in (5b) can be scrambled over OP before it 
moves, as in (5a', b').  In contrast, otagai contained in the subject phrase cannot take the focus phrase 
coreferential with OP in the object position as its antecedent (6a) (Though Abe (2011) considers that an 
example like (6a) is OK, all of my informants judge (6a) as far worse than (5a).), and karezisin 
contained in the indirect object cannot refer to the focus phrase coreferential with OP in the direct object 
position (6b).  On these facts, we can say that OP cannot be scrambled.  OP lacks phonetic content, so, 
given the analysis developed in this paper, it is natural that it cannot be scrambled.  Now, it is 
confirmed that scrambling only affects elements with phonetic content.   
    The discussion above has an implication for the derivation of cleft constructions.  We have seen 
that cleft constructions pattern like pseudo-cleft constructions with phonetically null pro in 
anaphor-binding.  This parallelism should be difficult to capture under an approach not assuming 
phonetically null OP for cleft constructions such as Hiraiwa and Ishihara (2001).             
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(1) [Taroo to Hanako]i-o   otagaii-no    sensei-ga    ti  hihan sita 
   Taro and Hanako-Acc each other-Gen teacher-Nom   criticized 
   Lit.'Each other'si teachers criticized Taro and Hanakoi.' 
(2) a. *Hanako-ga   karezisini-no  hahaoya-ni   Tarooi-o   wariateta 
     Hanako-Nom himself-Gen  mother-Dat  Taro-Acc  assigned 
     '*Hanako assigned Taroi to himself'si mother.' 
   b. Hanako-ga   Tarooi-o  karezisini-no hahaoya-ni  ti  wariateta 
     Hanako-Nom Taro-Acc  himself's    mother-Dat   assigned 
     Lit.'Hanako assigned Taroi to himself'si mother.' 
(3) a. [CP proi [Taro to Hanako]j-o   hihan sita] no-wa  [otagaij-no    sensei]i  da  
           Taro and Hanako-Acc criticized Gen-Top each other-Gen teacher  be   
     Lit.'Who criticized Taro and Hanakoi was each other'si teachers.'   
   b. [CP Mary-ga    proi Tarooj-o  wariateta ] no-wa    [karezisinj-no  hahaoya]i da  
        Mary-Nom      Taro-Acc  assigned  Gen-Top   himself--Gen  mother  be   
     Lit.'Who Mary assigned Taroi to was himself'si mother.' 
(3) a'. [CP [Taro-to-Hanako]j-o proi(otagaij-no sensei) tj hihan sita] no-wa  [otagaij-no sensei]i da 
    b'. [CP Mary-ga  Taroj-o proi(karezisinj-no hahaoya) tj wariateta ] no-wa [karezisinj-no hahaoya]i da  
(4) a. *[CP otagaii-no     sensei-ga    proi hihan sita] no-wa  [Taro to Hanako]i  da 
        each other-Gen teacher-Nom     criticized Gen-Top  Taro and Hanako  be          
      '*Who each other'si teachers criticized was Taro and Hanakoi.' 
   b. *[CP Mary-ga  karezisini-no  hahaoya-ni  proi  wariateta] no-wa  Tarooi da 
        Mary-Nom himself-Gen  mother-Dat      assigned Gen-Top Taro  be  
      '*Who Mary assigned to himself'si mother was Taroi.'  
(5) a. [CP OPi ti [Taro to Hanako]j-o   hihan sita] no-wa  [otagaij-no    sensei]i-ga   (tegami-de) da  
            Taro and Hanako-Acc criticized Gen-Top each other-Gen teacher-Nom  letter-in   be   
      Lit.'It was each other'si teachers (in letters) that criticized Taro and Hanakoi .'   
   b. [CP OPi Mary-ga  ti  Taroj-o   wariateta ] no-wa    [karezisinj-no  hahaoya]i-ni  da  
            Mary-Nom  Taro-Acc  assigned  Gen-Top  himself--Gen mother-Dat  be   
     Lit.'It was to himself'si mother that Mary assigned Taroi.' 
(5) a'. [CP [Taro to Hanako]j-o  OPi(otagaii-no sensei) tj hihan sita] no-wa [otagaij-no sensei]i da 
   b'. [CP Mary-ga Taroj-o OPi (karezisinj-no hahaoya) tj wariateta ] no-wa [karezisinj-no hahaoya]i da  
(6) a. *[CP otagaii-no     sensei-ga   OPi  hihan sita] no-wa  [Taro to Hanako]i-o     da 
        each other-Gen teacher-Nom     criticized Gen-Top  Taro and Hanako-Acc  be          
      '*It was Taro and Hanakoi that each other'si teachers criticized.' 
   b. *[CP Mary-ga  karezisini-no  hahaoya-ni  OPi  wariateta] no-wa   Tarooi-o  da 
        Mary-Nom himself-Gen  mother-Dat       assigned Gen-Top Taro-Acc  be  
      '*It was Taroi that Mary assigned to himself'si mother'  
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